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Analysis of Answers for GP Paper 2 Exercise
(‘Economic Inequality’)
1.

The writer is suggesting that Barack Obama has the potential to make even more unforgettable
declarations in time to come.
*Useful points to take note of:

2.

The writer is implying that contrary to popular view, Obama actually shares the same conviction as
Adam Smith, that is, he is also a non-supporter of unrestricted capitalism.
*Useful points to take note of:

3.

The writer means that the perception of Smith as the one who conceived of laissez-faire capitalism is
highly distorted because firstly, Smith did not mention the terms ‘laissez-faire’ and ‘capitalism’ in any
of his writings at all. Secondly, Smith actually expressed sorrow over the numerous problems that a
commercial society would create.
*Useful points to take note of:

4. Smith is believed to be less concerned about economic inequality than poverty because he believed
firstly that even though some may be less wealthy than others, it is not a problem so long as people
have access to basic necessities. Secondly, Smith believed that economic inequality is desirable for
society.
*Useful points to take note of:

5. (See Summary Question Exercise later)
6.

The phrase ‘so far’ implies that the writer believes that Smith’s proclamation that the tendency to extol
the rich and look down on the poor is the main reason for moral degradation is exaggerated, and the
writer himself is skeptical about this claim.
*Useful points to take note of:

7. People do this because they desire to impress people and gain their admiration. Additionally, people
relate to the affluent more readily than the impoverished which results in people wanting to be like
them. Lastly, people have the misconception that wealthy people are immensely blissful.
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*Useful points to take note of:

8. The brackets are used to provide additional information regarding the writer’s opinion that the belief
that affluent people are highly satisfied is fallacious, and to cause the reader to question if pursuing
wealth is really worthwhile.
*Useful points to take note of:

9. The paragraph supports Smith’s analysis by citing firstly the extensive media reporting of how the
wealthy live their lives which causes us to relate more to the affluent as Smith described. Next, he
highlights people’s natural inclination to worship and accumulate wealth passionately and with great
determination which affirms Smith’s observation. Lastly, he notes that we often pay little attention to
the plight of the less privileged which is what Smith pointed out.
*Useful points to take note of:

10. The contradiction lies in that Adam Smith is widely assumed to have advocated the concept of laissezfaire capitalism which causes economic inequality, but in reality, his views were actually more
disapproving than supportive of this phenomenon.
*Useful points to take note of:

5. Summary Question (ANSWERS)
#
1

Points from the Passage
Paraphrased Points
the great wealth of the few generally benefits • The immense riches of some / a minority
the rest of society
• usually / normally are a boon to / favourable to
/ are an advantage / aid / help
• others /everyone else / the majority in the
country

2

at least in material terms

• economically / financially / in monetary terms /
raising standards of living

3

and over the long run

• in the long term / over an extended period

4

In some cases, their luxuries trickle down in an
almost literal sense: “The houses, the furniture,

• Their possessions (inferred) are
• passed down / given (inferred)
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the clothing of the rich, in a little time, become
useful to the inferior and middling ranks of
people.”

• to the poor and middle class / the lower socioeconomic strata / those lower down on the
social ladder

5

the conspicuous consumption of the rich  The heavy / excessive/ unlimited spending /
encourages productivity
buying / demand of the wealthy
 brings about efficiency / higher output / makes
people work harder/faster

6

and provides employment for many

• creates jobs for the masses / a lot of people /
the country / society

7

it inhibits economic growth,

However, the problems with economic equality
are that…
• it hinders / impedes / obstructs / limits /
restricts
• economic / financial prosperity / development /
progress

8

prevents social mobility,

• stops / halts / reduces the movement up the
social ladder / hinders people from achieving a
higher socioeconomic status

9

impairs democracy,

• weakens democracy / makes democracy
ineffective / less functional

10

or runs afoul of some standard of fairness

• unequal /unjust / biased / partial

11

economic
inequality
“sympathies”

• warps people’s values / makes people cultivate
questionable sentiments / beliefs / perspectives

12

• causing them to respect / think highly of / look
up to / hold in high regard / adore / idolize /
worship

13

leading them to admire
Or
most of whom are dazzled and enchanted by
their riches.
and emulate the very rich

14

and to neglect

• while ignoring / not caring about / disregarding /
overlooking / being unconcerned about /
apathetic to / indifferent

15

and even scorn the poor

•

distorts

people’s

• imitate / model after / become like the ultrawealthy

•

16

and even showing contempt / treating with
disdain / looking down on / despising / being
condescending to
the impoverished / destitute / needy /
disadvantaged / less privileged / less fortunate

In Smith’s view, the reason why the rich • makes the wealthy act unethically /
generally do not behave admirably is, ironically,
unscrupulously / dishonourably
Or
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that they are widely admired anyway (on • makes the wealthy lose their sense of
account of their wealth)…
righteousness / violate ethical principles / not
Or
uphold values / have unrighteous conduct or
…allows—perhaps even encourages—the rich
character
to spurn the most basic standards of moral
conduct.

17

…the reason why the rich generally do not
behave admirably is…their affluence puts them
in a position in which they do not have to
behave morally in order to earn the esteem of
others

• They do not need to act ethically / righteously
• so as to win the respect / veneration of people
in society

18

Smith also believed that the tendency to
sympathise with the rich more easily than the
poor makes people less happy

• It also makes people less blissful / contented /
satisfied / joyful / more miserable / sad /
depressed

19

and insisted that money cannot buy happiness

• Affluence /riches / wealth does not make one
blissful /contented / satisfied / joyful

20

but also that the pursuit of riches generally •
detracts from one’s happiness
•

21

Happiness consists largely of tranquillity (a lack • leads to inner / internal turmoil / chaos /
of discord), and there is little tranquillity to be
instability / lack of peace / calm
found in a life of toiling and striving to keep up
with the Joneses.

Chasing after / seeking wealth
diminishes / lowers / reduces one’s level of bliss
/ contentment / satisfaction / joy

*Do join our GP tuition lessons at www.irwins-study.com for
in-depth explanations of the answers and useful answering
techniques, including the Application Question (AQ)!
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